FABRIC REQUIREMENTS

CX5939 EBONY
ROSY DOTS
1/4 YARD

CX6852 AQUA
LUCY
1/4 YARD

CX6852 SUNNY
LUCY
1/4 YARD

CX6561 BLACK
CHERRY DOT
1/4 YARD

CX6561 BLACK
CHERRY DOT
1/4 YARD

CX6561 MINT
CHERRY DOT
1/4 YARD

CX6561 YELLOW
CHERRY DOT
1/4 YARD

CX6723 BLACK
PERKY PETALS
1/3 YARD

CX6851 BLACK
FRANCIE
1/4 YARD

CX6855 AQUA
NORMA
5/8 YARD

SC5333 BLACK
COTTON COUTURE
1/6 YARD

SC5333 BRIGH WHITE
COTTON COUTURE
2 YARDS

SC5333 LEMON
COTTON COUTURE
1/6 YARD

SC5333 MIST
COTTON COUTURE
1/6 YARD
All Around The Square
by Swirly Girls Design

Cutting:
WOF = Width of Fabric  
Twice Diagonally = ☐

From CX5939 Ebony Rosy Dots: Cut [1] 6-1/2” x WOF strip; subcut [1] 6-1/2” square and  
[2] 4-1/4” squares and cut 4-1/4” squares twice diagonally  
[4] 3-1/2” squares

From SC5333 Cotton Couture Mist: Cut [1] 4-1/4” x WOF strip;  
subcut [2] 4-1/4” squares and cut twice diagonally

From SC5333 Cotton Couture Black: Cut [1] 3-1/2” x WOF strip; subcut [4] 3-1/2” squares


From CX6723 Perky Petals Black: Cut [1] 5-1/2” x WOF strip; subcut [7] 5-1/2” squares  
[1] 4-1/4” x WOF strip; subcut [2] 4-1/4” squares and cut twice diagonally


From SC5333 Cotton Couture Bright White:  
Cut [2] 5-1/2” x WOF strips; subcut [2] 5-1/2” x 30-1/2” rectangles  
[2] 4-1/2” x WOF strips; from EACH STRIP subcut [1] 4-1/2” x 20-1/2” rectangle and [1] 4-1/2” x 12-1/2” rectangle

From remaining LENGTH of fabric; cut [2] 5-1/2” x 60-1/2” strips, [2] 5-1/2” x 50-1/2” strips and  
[2] 5-1/2” x 40-1/2” strips

From CX6855 Norma BLACK OR AQUA: Cut 2-1/2” bias binding strips to total 260”

Piecing:  
Draw a diagonal line on the wrong side of [4] 3-1/2” Black Cotton Couture squares. If you don’t have a light pencil, you  
can make a crease in the square by folding diagonally and pressing.

With right sides together, place a 3-1/2” Black square on top, left corner of a 6-1/2” Rosy Dots square and stitch diagonally  
on the drawn line. Trim 1/4” from the stitching line and press toward Black. Place a 3-1/2” Black square on the bottom, right  
corner of the 6-1/2” Rosy Dots square, stitch, trim and press. Repeat with a 3-1/2” Black square on the top, right corner  
and a 3-1/2” Black square on the bottom, left corner. Make 1.

© Swirly Girls Design, Inc. Permission is granted to shop owners and teachers to make copies for promotional or educational purposes.  
This pattern may not be reproduced for commercial purposes.
Mirror Image Triangles:
Sew a Perky Petals Black triangle to a Rosy Dots triangle along the short side as shown below. Press toward Black. Make 4. Sew a Perky Petals Black triangle to a Rosy Dots triangle along the short side as shown below. Press toward Black. Make 4.

Sew a Mist triangle to the right side of a 2-5/8” Lemon square as shown. Press toward square. Sew a second Mist triangle to the bottom of unit and press toward square. Make 4.

Sew a pieced triangle unit to each side of Lemon/Mist unit as shown. Make sure you have Black touching the Mist and Rosy Dots touching the Lemon. Press toward pieced triangle unit. Make 4.

Arrange units, as shown. Sew units into rows. Press top and bottom rows toward the 3-1/2” Rosy Dots squares. Press center row toward the center unit. Sew rows together and press to complete block. Make 1. Block should measure 12-1/2” square.

Sew a 4-1/2” x 12-1/2” White rectangle to each side of pieced block. Press toward rectangles. Sew a 4-1/2” x 20-1/2” White rectangle to top and bottom of block. Press toward rectangles.


Sew a 5-1/2” x 30-1/2” White rectangle to each side of quilt center. Press toward rectangles. Sew a 5-1/2” x 40-1/2” White rectangle to top and bottom of quilt center. Press toward rectangles.
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Sew a 5-1/2” x 50-1/2” White rectangle to each side of quilt center. Press toward rectangles. Sew a 5-1/2” x 60-1/2” White rectangle to top and bottom of quilt center. Press toward rectangles to complete quilt top.